Across
1. Region known for its elite research institution
9. ___ Goodies (57th St. eatery)
14. Less than 68A
16. ___ D. Cathey Dining Commons
17. Doctor's fee
18. One speaking Latin
20. Region known for its historical, tree-lined boulevards
22. Baseball stat
23. Self starter?
24. Protagonist of "Ratatouille"
28. Detail, as on blueprints
31. Ketchup base
35. Nipple ring?
38. Unexplainably missing
40. Grammy category
41. Region known for shopping, sightseeing, and luxury
44. "Get your flu shot today", e.g.
45. Choice word
46. Descend
47. Email action
49. Senior citizens' org.
51. Batman portrayer Adam
52. Email delimiter (Abbr.)
54. Lull suffix
57. Region once known as the "Black Metropolis"
62. Morning damp
65. 1:5, e.g.
66. You have it large and small
68. More than 14A
69. Throw under the bus
70. Boutique
71. Region known for hosting the 1893 world's fair

Down
1. Suffix with fluor-
2. "Va Va ___" (Nicki Minaj song)
3. Concert sound boosters
4. Agency for which Trump proposed to cut all funding (Abbr.)
5. "___ is knowing who you are, what you want to say, and not giving a damn": Vidal
6. ___-Leste
7. Angular velocities
8. "99 Red Balloons" singer
9. Root beer brand
10. Complain
11. ___ mater
12. It can be black or brown
13. "Auld Lang ___"
15. L stop
21. 1/86,400 of a day
24. ADA requirements
25. Clean, as a whiteboard
26. Actress Mullally of "Parks and Recreation"
27. Hither's partner
29. One doing circles
30. Dolly, for one
32. Complain
33. Blows from Irma
34. Dead tired
36. "Would I ___ to you?"
37. Burning
39. 4G ___
42. "...___ penny earned"
43. Pokémon originally created as a prank
48. Perpetrator, sometimes
50. Sadly lacking
53. Shrinking layer
55. Verb for mortals
56. "___ can"
57. Mario and Luigi
58. Huck and Jim conveyance
59. "Iron Chancellor" von Bismarck
60. In relation to, when doubled around "à"
61. Imperial metric
62. Big star
63. Rick Perry's dept.
64. Call of approval, in modern slang
67. Blouse, e.g.